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■ ABSTRACT, : 
The following documentis atechnology use plan for Serrano Middle 
School aisd other Onteio-MontcMr School District middle schools. The topics 
that will supportthe technology use plan discussed within the paper are; 
informatioiion technology and learning;national,sta.te,and local theories on 
technology in education;and areview ofschools where technology has been 
successMiy integrated. Thetechnology plan Iam writing will include a 
technology enriched curriculum plan,the acquisition ofnew technology,the 
pursuitofadditionalfunding,possible waysto train and support staff,and a way 
to evaluate the plan.' These five objectives will give students maximum , 
opportunities to develop comf^tency in curricula,r ai'cas and intechnology.'■ 
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CHAPTERONE
 
INTRODUCTION
 
"Weknow,purely and simply,that every single child must have access to a
 
computer,must understand it, must have access to good software and good teachers
 
and to the Internet,so that every person will have the opportunityto make the most
 
ofhisown life." This was stated byPresident Bill Clinton in June 1996 at"Getting
 
America's Students Readyfor the 2T'Century:Meeting the Technology Literacy
 
Challenge"conference. Many others share this view with President Clinton.
 
Businessesthat will employ these students in the future share this view. According to
 
Robert Reich,former United States Secretary ofLabor,machines arejoining people
 
in the workplace as competitors and co-workers. Those who lack skills with
 
machines are suffering and those who have skills are soaring(California Department
 
ofEducation,CDE,1996). According to the California DepartmentofEducation,
 
California businesses indicate thatthe majority ofstudents who graduate in 1997 will
 
be unprepared to succeed in the workplace. Thosein the field ofeducation also agree
 
with President Clinton. "Technology is a very important partoftoday's education
 
basics"(CDE,1996)declares United States Secretary ofEducation Richard Riley.
 
Teachers,too,agree with Clinton,demanding more technology and training for
 
teachers. Lastly,the clients ofthe schools,the students,agree with their President.
 
The students wantto use the computer. They wantto be onthe Internet. They want
 
to interact and leam via various technologies. All teachers hearthe shoutsfrom the
 
students,"Computers are Cool!" Student Jimi Brown,from Lick Middle School,
 
puts it like this,"With the Internet,you point,click and boom! It's like havinga
 
million books"(CDE,1996). Manyteachers and schools have very little to offer in
 
reply to Jimi's and other students'desires.
 
The challenge that President Bill Clinton gave to the country in June 1996 is
 
not being metby our nation. Here in California, when discounting obsolete
 
equipment,there is one computerfor every 73 students. Thisinformation was
 
discovered by atask force in October 1995 led by State SuperintendentofPublic
 
Instruction,Delaine Eastin and45 other members. Thetask forcefound thatthe best
 
studentto computer ratio in a state wassix to one. California ranked 36*''in CD-

ROMs,43"*in network access,45*''in number ofstudents per computer,and 50*''in
 
videocassette recorders. This datashows that California is low in technology,but
 
there are states that rank lower,indicating thatthe nation is not meeting the challenge
 
setforth by our President(California Education Technology Task Force Report,
 
1995).
 
The recommendationsfrom The California Education Technology Task Force
 
bythe year2000 are:
 
1. a studentto computer ratio offour to one
 
2. telecommunication accessfor every classroom and library
 
3. technology asan integral resource for all students and teachers
 
4. reading and math scores above the 50*'* percentile nationally
 
Ifthese recommendations are to be met,schools should have already begun to develop
 
waysto acquire technology,train teachers,and incorporate thattechnology into the
 
school.
 
Purpose
 
The purpose ofthis project is to create a technology use plan for Ontario-

Montclair School District(OMSD)middle schools. Ifthe plan is implemented the
 
school can meetthe current and future technological needs ofthe students. Middle
 
schools implementing this plan would allow students maximum opportunities to learn
 
and grow using technology. The school will changefrom a teacher centered school to
 
a learner centered school. The staffwill change from varying levels oftechnological
 
backgrounds to a staffwith asound foundation in the use oftechnology in the
 
classroom. The school willchange from a building that stands alone in the city to an
 
integral part ofcommunity partnerships. The students'learning oftechnology as a
 
subject will change to learning technology through the core subjects. The overall
 
goal ofthe technology use plan is to help guide middle schools in The Ontario-

Montclair School Districtto integrate technology into the school to better prepare the
 
studentsfor their future.
 
School Background
 
Recently,ateam ofadministrators,teachers,parents,community leaders,and
 
students took partin Serrano Middle School's strategic planning. Theteam redefined
 
the mission to state,"The mission ofSerrano Middle School,an innovative
 
educational partnership,is to guarantee that all students will be prepared for an ever-

changing world by mastering a balanced course ofstudy strengthened through
 
advanced technology." From this mission statement,there were several tactics
 
written. The technology tactic stated that,"We will develop aschoolwidetechnology
 
plan,acquire technology,pursue additional funding,and provide ongoing teacher
 
training to give students maximum opportunities to develop competency."
 
Serrano Middle School is located in San Bernardino County in the city of
 
Montclair.The city's Chiefrevenues and economic center is based around the
 
MontclairPlaza. Serrano houses almostone thousand sixth,seventh,and eighth
 
grade students. The majority ofthe students are Hispanic. There are rising numbers
 
ofstudentsfrom Asian descent. Almosteighty percentofthe students atthis school
 
qualify for free or reduced lunch. This school represents mostschools in the Ontario-

Montclair School District. Serrano was built in the 1960's without a plan forthe
 
integration oftechnology. Currently,there is an Apple He lab set up in the former
 
wood shop room. This lab is used mostly by English classes to workon word
 
processing,although,there are math,social studies,and science CAIprograms
 
available. This lab is used extensively. There is also a Macintosh Lab with about
 
thirty-five up-to- date computers,which is fimded by the school's regular budgetand
 
the computers are leased through an Apple program. This lab is used five periods a
 
dayfor an elective class. The students learn word processing,spreadsheets,graphics,
 
and multimedia with some ties to the school curriculum. Forexample,many History
 
Day projects have been produced using the technology available to them. This lab is
 
open after schoolon some days. There are also computers is some ofthe classrooms
 
and in the library. Mostteachers use the computers for personal use such as grade
 
keeping or word processing. There is veiy little software available for the teachers to
 
use in their classes. The library computers are used for reference usually loaded with
 
encyclopedia CD's. The school also hasa setofeight AlphaSmarts,whichfew
 
teachers check out. AlphaSmarts are small,portable word processors that run on
 
batteries. Upto eightstudents can store files on one AlphaSmart. These are used to
 
teach keyboarding and learning the writing process. There are also monitors and
 
VCR'distributed according to a VCR use plan that amountsto one monitor perfour
 
to five teachers,depending upon room location. There are also afew laser disc
 
players available for checkout. Serrano has a base oftechnology to build on,yet there
 
are still several elements,which need to be putin place.
 
The school has only one Internet line running into the school's Macintosh Lab.
 
The President challenged that every student will have access to the Internet. With
 
Serrano's capabilities,there is only enough Internet accessfor afew teachers,notan
 
entire student body. Serrano Middle School does not have a network ofmonitors for
 
each classroom. The school does noteven have a network for intercoms. Each call
 
must be answered bysomeone in the office and manually redirected to another
 
classroom. Since there is only one line,this system breaks down ifthe intercom is in
 
use by another staffmember.There are only afew phones available in the office and
 
classroomsfrom which a teacher may dial to an outofschool location. This school
 
not only needstechnology for classroom student use,butit needs updated technology
 
to function as a successful and safe school. The school is in desperate need ofa
 
network thatcan run voice,data,and video information,as well as computers,
 
Internet service,monitors,and VCR'sin each room.Looking back at the President's
 
challenge,thatevery child must have access to computers,the Internet,and good
 
Software,Serrano is faced with overcomingatechnological deficiency that schools
 
faced in the late seventies,notthe late nineties.
 
ThePresidentalso challenged the nation to insure that students have good
 
teachers. Iam not questioning the teaching skills, qualities,or capabilities ofthe
 
teachers at Serrano. The school is staffed with predominantly experienced teachers.
 
Many ofSerrano's teachers have been atthe site for over ten years,and some for over
 
twenty years. The integration and use oftechnology is a quick change forthem in an
 
area that is advancing so rapidly. There are sporadic inservices,attendance at which
 
is voluntary,andsome district sponsored classes;completion ofwhich wei^sin
 
determining those teachers who will receive acomputerfor his or her classroom.
 
There is very little demand by teachers to obtain the new technologies. Mostteachers
 
know how to use a computerfor personal needs,can see the educational value
 
technology can serve,and know that in this age technology can help motivate
 
students to leam. Manyteachers would liketo use technology fora number of
 
reasons;asa resource for information,asa wayto communicate,toleam outside of
 
the classroom,and to entertain while educating. The school,under its administration
 
for the past eight years,has had a great vision oftechnology and how it would be
 
used. The lack ofresources has diminished this vision. Serrano,the innovative
 
learning community that wantsto strengthen the curriculum with technology,had
 
become quite comfortable in its poor technological state. The new strategic plan has
 
revitalized the vision the principal once felt so strongly. Now,atatime when
 
technology needsto be a majoremphasisin education for our children to succeed,
 
Serrano has the opportunity to build a technology plan under the school's new vision
 
incorporating in its new mission statement-a balanced curriculum strengthened
 
through advanced technology.
 
In Chapter Two,I will focus on how computers affect learning. I will review
 
whatthe national standards fortechnology in education are,and whatis currently
 
being done to meetthose standards. I will examine the views that the State of
 
California has on technology and education and look at where the local district stands
 
on the issues oftechnology in education. Lastly,I will review several schools that are
 
meeting the president's challenge because they have been successful in integrating
 
technology into the school and the classroom.
 
CHAPTER2
 
REVIEW OFRELATED LITERATURE
 
Technology and Learning
 
Technology serves many functions in teaching. Technology increases family
 
involvementin education. Technology helps to motivate students. There are several
 
motivational factors identified in the literature from educational computing.
 
Technology aids in the developmentofproblem solving skills,thus helping to
 
achieve higher learning skills. It serves as a very important tool for students in
 
learning basic math and reading skills. Technology helps students retain more
 
information. Finally,technology serves as a vast source ofinformation(Executive
 
Summary from:Getting Students Readyfor the 2T'Century,Exec.Sum.,1996).
 
The Executive Summaryfrom the conference.Getting StudentsReadyfor the
 
2P'Century,Topic:Benefits ofNetworking,states families using computers at home
 
report morecommunication with teachers,and a higher awareness ofstudent's work.
 
This is partly due to the creation ofdistrict bulletin boards. The bulletin boards
 
provide information on activities, weather forecasts,announcements,academic
 
materials,and e-mail service. It also states that computersincrease the number of
 
hours spent in educational activities outside ofschool.Lastly,the documentalso
 
declares thattechnology in the homeempowers students in less tangible ways
 
including improving their self-confidence when teaching parents about using
 
technology. Families may become more involved together when working and
 
learning together usingtechnology(Exec.Sum.,1996).
 
Technology motivates students to learn. According to Joiner,there is
 
increased mastery and control overthe student's learning because when technology is
 
introduced into the classroom,it is morelearner centered than teacher centered
 
(Joiner, 1996). There are several motivational factors. There is more fiin through
 
increased incidental learning(Joiner, 1996). An example ofthis is computer learning
 
games.
 
Technology also provides a vocational relevance(Exec.Sum.,1996).
 
Students understand that in their working lives they will need to have technological
 
skills. When working with computers,students feel that they are using adult tools
 
that will be a part oftheir future. AtEastBakersfield High,there is an emphasis on a
 
technologyenriched school-to-work program.Asa result ofthis program,a decrease
 
in the school dropout rate has occurred and more students have had success in finding
 
jobs(Exec.Sum.,1996).
 
Major classroom environment changes are attributed to computer-assisted
 
learning and how this influences student's pride in their work.They feel an increased
 
self-efficacy,a more responsible approach to their work,improved focuson work,
 
and greater feelings ofsecurity and being in control(Exec.Sum.,1996). Technology
 
rich schools report higher attendance and lower dropoutrates(CDE,1997). In a
 
special report by Time magazine on American education,computers were cited as
 
being important keys to successful schools. It cites the need for good after school
 
programs that engage student interest. An after school computer program can
 
motivate and improve students'regular school day learning. It also states that all kids
 
should grow up with a mouse in their hand because,asa learning tool,computers
 
make kids adventurers and avid learners(Wulf,1997).
 
Technology improves students'higher learning skills and retainment(Exec.
 
Sum.,1996). A good example is simulation computer programs. Simulations are
 
computer programs that emulate reality and provide for intentional learning. These
 
programs are used when real life experiences are either not practical or when the real
 
life experience is much more costly than the simulation. An example is the use ofthe
 
simulation ofafrog dissection ratherthan purchasing afrogfor each child to dissect,
 
along with the cost ofdissection tools,proper frog disposal,and time constraints.
 
Another example ofa simulation is keeping a pond environment alive bychanging
 
which types and numbers ofanimals live in the environment In real life, we would
 
need a pond,fourto five monthsto carry out each trial,and the animals. Via
 
simulations,it takes afew class periods,a computer,and aCD-ROM. This helps
 
improve a child's thinking skills by creating opportunities to think beyond rote
 
memorization and practice drills(Joiner 1996).
 
These thinking skills are important. There is little doubtthat the development
 
ofintellectual processes is critical in the age ofadvancing technology. There has
 
been a switch from handson tasks to abstract tasks, which require mental skill
 
(Johnson, 1992). According to Johnson,the mostimportantjob skills may bethe
 
ability to think creatively,solve problems,and make decisions. Problem solving
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activities such as simulations help students to leam how to think and provide students
 
with the chance to experience knowledge seeking,selection,application,and
 
evaluation(DeLuca,1992).
 
Finally,when discussing technology and learning,it mustbe noted that
 
technology provides more information on one disk than an entire setof
 
encyclopedias. It provides more information on any given subjectthatlocal libraries
 
can house in their facilities. It provides access to museumsthat are thousands of
 
miles away. It gives the chance to leam hands on about people and places that
 
students never imagined. According to me,technology is the resource for literally all
 
information that exists and for learning opportunities thatsome never knew existed.
 
Technology in education is supported by constractivists(Smith, 1995).
 
Constructivist learning is concerned with the role ofthe leamer constmcting his or
 
her own understandingfrom direct experience. All students are active participants in
 
the learning. Students are given the freedom to constmct theirown ideas,
 
interpretations,and theories. Computers support this kind oflearning environment
 
more than any other medium. Because computers carry some ofthe burden of
 
monitoringthe learning environment,the teacher's time is potentially free to take on
 
the role offacilitator and co-leamer. The teacher becoming a facilitator contrasts the
 
philosophy ofinstmctionists,who believe students leam from being instmcted.
 
SupportofConstmctivism is evident in current schoolreforms such as cooperative
 
leaming,thematic instmction,and authentic assessment(Califomia Departmentof
 
Education,CDE,1987).
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National Views
 
In the executive summaryon"Getting America's Students Ready for the 21®'
 
Ceijtury: Meetingthe Technology Literacy Challenge",in June 1996,this nation's
 
administrative branch envisioned that all students be technologically literate inthe
 
21®'century. By technologicallyliterate,the administration meantthat students
 
would have "...computer skills and the ability to use computers and othertechnology
 
to improve learning,productivity,andperformance..."(Exec.Sum.,1996). There are
 
four goals that define the challenge that has been setforth.
 
The challenges are:
 
1. 	All teachers in the nation will have the training and supportthey need to
 
help students learn using computers and the information superhighway.
 
2. 	All teachers and students will have modem multimedia computers in their
 
classrooms.
 
3. Every classroom will be connected to the information superhighway.
 
4. Effective software and on-line learning resources will be an integral part
 
ofevery school'scuiriculum.
 
When looking ateach ofthese goals,they all seem lofty and possibly unreachable.
 
However,in regard to goal numberone,we know that teacher training is vital to the
 
success oftechnology use in the classrooms. Ifthe teachers do notknowhow to
 
incorporate the technology into the class,then they will not. Goal numbertwo is
 
important because computers are only good instmctional toolsifthere is accessto
 
them. Related to goal number three,thesummary states that connections to the
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Internet multiply the power ofthe computer by putting atthe fingertips ofstudents
 
access to museums,libraries,and other research and cultural resources. Associated
 
with goal numberfour,software is only good ifit is updated,engaging,and related to
 
the curriculum. Although the goals seem unreachable,without reachingthem the
 
success ofschools and students will suffer.
 
The federal governmentknowsthat the cost ofthis challenge is enormous.
 
The costfor hardware and software is staggering. The costoftraining every teacher
 
could cost billions ofdollars alone. There is the expense ofconnecting to the
 
Internet,and the costs to install the wiring thatcan carry data,voice,and video
 
transmissions to every classroom. There are afew estimates thatcame outofan
 
Executive Summary ata workshop on critical issues in technology on the costofthis
 
challenge. One estimate is eleven billion dollars a year for the nextten years. Other
 
estimates put it attwelve to twenty billion dollars over a five year period. In the
 
1994-95 school year,schools spent about3.3 billion dollars on technology. The
 
governmentknows atthis cost it can not be metalone and is asking forthe nation as a
 
whole to pull together to finance this project. In 1996,the government allocated two
 
billion dollars to spend overthe next five years that would help states reach these
 
goals. The federal role beyond that allocation is only to support state and local efforts
 
in meeting this challenge(Executive Summaryfrom:Workshop on Critical Issue,2,
 
1995).
 
In 1995,a conference on the nation's long range technology plan took place.
 
From this conference,there were elements ofa successful technology plan given.
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The participants at this conference concluded that at this point there is no specific
 
plans to follow that will represent change,but there are elements critical for success.
 
These elements are;
 
1. 	A vision with afocus on engaged learning and empowered teaching
 
2. 	Attention to professional developmentand user support
 
3. 	Active participation in the change process by learners,teachers,parents,
 
community members,and administrators
 
4. 	Technology plans that are open and able to grow
 
5. Funding plans that are reasonable
 
These five elements are important when developing anytechnology plan and must be
 
considered before the implementation process(Nation's Long Range Technology
 
Plan,1995).
 
Atthe Far WestRegional Forum on the NationalPlan for Technology in
 
Education,May 1995,following the Nations Long Range TechnologyPlan
 
Conference in March,five barriers to the effective use oftechnology in education
 
were discussed. Theforum ofover one hundred people were concerned with the
 
following issues:
 
1. 	Waysto purchase the technology tools,especially those with fewer
 
resources
 
2. 	The lack oftechnical expertise ofpolicy makersand administrators at all
 
levels to effectively evaluate,purchase,deploy,and maintain technology
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 3. Valid assessmentofstudent perforttiance in classies using teclmologica^
 
■ tools \ 
4. 	The equitable deploymentoftechnology across the states, districts,and
 
//schools;
 
5. Security issues relating to theft,destruction,and acceptable use of
 
networks
 
Along with these five obstacles,the group also had three other major concerns that
 
mustalso be considered when devising a technology plan. Those concerns were with
 
the use ofoldertechnplo^tools,the integration ofquality software,and the training
 
ofteachers. Onthese critical issues,there were workshops during the yearof1995
 
that deserve mentioning.
 
The first ofthese workshops,in March 1995,was organized to getinformation
 
fronl schools that already had implemented new technology. Itinvestigated
 
professional development needs.Thefindings atthis workshop were that"current
 
professional developmentis shallow,both in definition and delivery." The
 
participants at this workshop demanded more time to be properly trained and areview
 
on whatis known aboutprofessional developmentand how it applies to learning new
 
technolo^es. Thisissue needstobe considered when redefining technology's role at
 
■schools. ■ 
The second of the workshops concentrated on planning and financing 
technology. Also inMarch 1995, there were several interesting findings at this 
conference. The first is that schools are trying to do what they can to incorporate 
15 
technology into the schooljust because it is the rightthing to do. Secondly,it was
 
recognized thattechnology is essential in schools so thattheycan reach new
 
educational standards. They also foiind that schools are going in many different
 
directions due to the lack ofa single vision. Lastly,it was noted that school budgets
 
are notincreasing atthe speed oftechnology costs. The participants atthe conference
 
asked for a search on waysthat the federal government could do more to bring
 
America's schools into the technology age.
 
The third ofthese workshops occurred in May 1995,and it's major concern
 
revolved around working to apply emerging technologies and software into the
 
classrooms. The participants pointed out several things related to this issue that are
 
important when creating a new plan. A significant amountofschools'computers are
 
unable to run today's programs. Secondly,there is a very small amountofmoney
 
available for software after other technology costs. Another problem is that older
 
software is built on outdated concepts oflearning. A problem that will soon take
 
place and further deplete a school's budget is the advancementofimage rich software
 
in the home ofthe students. Forthe school to keep students motivated the school will
 
have to purchase this more expensive software.The participants see the educational
 
software marketas very uncertain,leaving quality software for school sparse dueto
 
the worries ofsoftware developers losing moneyon research and development.
 
Summing upthe national viewpoints on technology in education,there are
 
several factors that are very clear. First ofall,teachers need to be trained in the use of
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technology so thatthey feel comfortable using the technology. Secondly,there needs
 
to be a plan on howto acquire both software and hardware technologies.The cost of
 
new technology is so high thatthe schools'budgets can notfund the technology
 
necessary to create a technology rich school. Thirdly,there needsto be acommon
 
plan shared by all those affected by education so thatschools can moveforward with
 
acommon direction. Lastly,the nation believes thattechnology is a fundamental
 
basic like reading, writing,and arithmetic,and students must be literate in each of
 
these areas in orderto succeed in America's workforce and higher learning
 
institutions(Exec Sum.,1996).
 
State Views
 
The state ofCalifornia also has concerns in the area oftechnology in
 
education. As mentioned in the introduction,California ranks in the forties ofthe
 
fifty states in manytechnology categories(California Educational Technology Task
 
Force, 1995). The state ofCalifornia has tried to meetthis need a number ofways. It
 
first tried to implement Goals2000,a documentofeight educational goals developed
 
byforty-nine governors and PresidentBush in 1989 at an educational summit. They
 
set in motion many hopeful objectives for the state to meetin education. This has
 
been followed up by Clinton's administration. Along with many other benchmarks,in
 
the California Goals2000 State Plan Benchmarks document,California setthe goal
 
for Internet connection to seventy-five percentofCalifornia's districts by January
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1998. Ninety percentofthe districts would have connections bythe following year
 
(CDE,1997). This goal has not been reached.
 
In 1987,the California State DepartmentofEducation developed Caughtin
 
the Middle,a reportofthe superintendent's middle grade task force. Chapter6,
 
Instructional Practice,emphasizes active learning strategies for students that tie into
 
the curriculum and developmental characteristics ofmiddle school students. In 1987,
 
the writers ofthis documentdid notrealize that only ten years later technology would
 
be such a large part ofthose active learning strategies. The task force believed that
 
active learning strategies have the potential to help students with a variety oflearning
 
styles,to help fightthe restless energy ofstudents in middle schools,to help students
 
to learn by doing,to help stimulate studentinterests,and to make students learn by
 
exploring. According to me,technology is one ofthese instructional strategies that
 
needsto be incorporated because it is an active learning strategy that addresses the
 
needs ofstudents.
 
In 1992,there were also task force reports for high schools and elementary
 
schools. Both ofthese documents make the recommendation to use technology
 
better. Theelementary task force recommendation number fifteen states,"Invest
 
shrewdly in technology to help promote the thinking curriculum,"(It's Elementarv.
 
46). The documentdescribes many waysthattechnology can promote the thinking
 
curriculum including lab experiments and role playing as world leaders. In Second to
 
None,the high school task force document,authors indicate many uses oftechnology.
 
Those uses includecreating more challenging curriculum,access to more databases
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and information resources,and enhancing student verbal and computational
 
capabilities. In 1992,when these books were published,the task force wasaware of
 
the benefits oftechnology and considered technology necessary for student success.
 
Also in 1992,The California Planning Commission for Educational
 
Technology(CPCET)wrote The California MasterPlan forEducational Technnlnpy
 
From this plan,nine recommendations were made after first looking at California's
 
unmeteducational needs in technology. Those unmetneeds Were:
 
1. 	Accessto technology and technology resources by students,staff,and
 
faculty
 
2. 	Coordination ofpublic and private providers and resources is minimal
 
3. The ability ofthose involved in the teaching process,it's managementand
 
supportto accesstechnology is not universal
 
4. 	Electronic networks which serve education are notlinked
 
5. 	The uses ofeducational technology are poorly coordinated throughout
 
California's education system
 
After looking at these needs,the plan identified important objectives that were
 
necessary for California to meetto ensure its'success. The main objectives are:
 
1. 	Equal access to technology resources
 
2. 	Equal resources anywhereteaching and learning take place
 
3. 	Coordination ofresources in the public and private sector
 
4. 	Electronic linking ofeducational agencies
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5. Coordination oftechnology across the segmentsofCalifornia Public
 
Schools
 
Forthe state to meetthese objectives,the commission gave nine recommendations for
 
the state to follow. The beliefon which they based these recommendations and the
 
technology plan is "...thattechnology will enhance students'learning;increase the
 
intellectual productivity ofthe faculty;and contribute to the managementefficiency
 
ofadministrators and staffthrough the use ofinstructional and information
 
technologies"(CDE,1992). The recommendations were:
 
1. Technology in every learning environment
 
2. Professional developmentand support
 
3. Golden State Educational Network
 
4. Instructional and information resource
 
5. Student data resource
 
6. Managementinformation system
 
7. Educationaltechnology coordination
 
8. Evaluating the implementation ofthe MasterPlan
 
9. Resourcesto accomplish the MasterPlan
 
Before making these recommendations,the state examined previous and already
 
existing programs related to education and technology. The history ofthese programs
 
is limited. There weretwo legislative mandates thataccounted for about 122 million
 
dollars(CDE,1992). It was clear thata new MasterPlan was desperately needed.
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With each recommendation thatthe CPCET made to meetthe needs of
 
students in Californiacame three to six action plans. There also were timelines set
 
for each ofthese recommendationsto be met. Forrecommendation numberone,
 
technology in every learning environment,there were six actions. Those actions
 
included technology for all faculty,all students,and all staff,to be fully implemented
 
by August 1999. Thetime to reach these deadlines is short. Forrecommendation
 
numbertwo,to be metbyDecember 1994,all faculty would have expanded
 
opportunities for and access to technology to support effective use in learning
 
environments. Mostofthe reconunendations thatthe commission wrote may not
 
have been met,butthey are under wayand more time should bring these
 
recommendationsto real actions. However,as is mentioned in theintroduction,the
 
new goals that have been set for accomplishment by the year2000 are:there will be a
 
four to one studentto computer ratio,telecommunication accessfor every classroom
 
and library,and technology as an integral resource for all students and teachers. This
 
was written by the California DepartmentofEducation in Connect Compute,and
 
Compete:The Reportofthe Educational Technologv Task Force.(CCC),1995.
 
This new task force replaced California's original MasterPlan. This task force
 
had the luxury ofseeing what works at schools,viewing new research on computers
 
and learning,and working with better educational technology. The task force found
 
thatin over one hundred studies,technology based instruction improved student
 
performance(CCC,1996). A computer pilot program in New York showed eighty
 
percent gains in reading and ninety percent gains in math(CCC,1996). The Master
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Plan did not have these figures to use to back its goals. However,manyofthe task
 
force recommendations mirror those ofthe MasterPlan. The recommendationsfrom
 
the new task force that need to be completed by the year2000are:
 
1. 	Equip every classroom and schoollibrary with the technology resources
 
needed to create alearning enviromnentthat willimprove student
 
achievement,including telecommunications infrastructure,hardware,and
 
learning resources
 
2. 	Incorporate technology into student contentand performance standards
 
recommended by the state for adoption
 
3. 	Integrate technology into the content and performance standards that will
 
be used asthe basis for setting policies for preparing,hiring,evaluating,
 
and promoting teachers
 
4. Provide the expertise and resources to supportthe effective use of
 
technology for students,teachers,and the broadercommunity
 
Those that developed these recommendations considered them necessary to
 
gettechnology into the classrooms. Accordingto their research,they have found that
 
computers and network technologies,implemented correctly,will improve
 
California's efforts to help correct problems in our schools morethan any other single
 
measure. The MasterPlan and the CCC documents had many similarities. TheCCC
 
has had the luxury ofseeing what has worked for schools and the benefits ofmore
 
research done on education and technology. Both documents,however,find thatin
 
order forthe state to be successful in the future,the state must:
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1. Havetechnology in every learning environment
 
2. Have the classroomsconnected to the Internet
 
3. Teachers must have training and on-going support
 
TheCCC also stated thatthere is a need forthe incorporation oftechnology into
 
student performance standards,andthere needsto be performance standardsfor
 
teachers and their use oftechnology.
 
Local Views
 
The Ontario-Montclair School District believes in the integration of
 
technology into the curriculum. The district believes"...technologies and skills are
 
notintended to be introduced as a separate subject,as students can learn mostofthe
 
skills within the contextofcurriculum based activities",(OMSD Technology-

Curriculum Integration Guide,The Guide,1998). In an information service
 
newsletter,December 1997,the district introduced The Guide. The beliefs behind this
 
guide were that students live in a world where technology influences the waythey
 
work,communicate,socialize,and learn. The success ofstudents will be linked to
 
how effectively they usetechnology to leam,think,produce,and communicate. The
 
district believes that as educators,we must prepare our students to be confidentand
 
capable technology users.
 
The district has learned some hard lessons,as pointed outin an Information
 
Newsletter,December 1997,from the Ontario-Montclair School District. The district
 
learned thata student who uses a computer in a lab for thirty to forty minutesa week
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is not getting the usethey need. The district learned thatcomputers need to be used
 
as tools for learning,nota subject oflearning. The district learned that schools can
 
not handle passed down computers. Although they are helpful,the costs to replace
 
parts and train teachers on the use outweigh their usage. Probably,the most
 
important lesson thatthe district learned is that mostteachers still do notknow how to
 
use computers in the class. The U.S.DepartmentofEducation estimates that almost
 
halfofall teachers have very little or nocomputer experience. It also estimates that
 
only abouttwenty percentofteachers use computers regularly to teach classes. This
 
article was adapted from an article in the Wall Street Journal by William Bulkely in
 
1997.
 
In 1996the Gntario-Montclair School District developed a five year strategic
 
plan. In Augustof1997,this plan was updated. The plan includes fourteen strategies
 
with strategy six focused on technology. The strategy states that we will havea
 
system wide technology infrastructure and support system. Underthis strategy are
 
thirteen itemsthe district will carry out as a part ofthe strategic plan by 2000. These
 
thirteen items include:
 
1. Create a Technology Integration Guide;
 
2. Collaborate with Curriculum Committees;
 
3. Establish strategies to teach students information management;
 
4. Develop an electronic student portfolio system;
 
5. Establish and train technologyteam leaders;
 
6. Create a"user help line";
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7. Provide a central support site atDataProcessing/Technology Center;
 
8. Develop a list ofcore software products supported by the district;
 
9. Improve the integrity ofinformation on theOMSD student system;
 
10. Establish district wide and site based minimum infrastructure standards,
 
implementthe Technology Infrastructure Plan and establish minimum
 
hardware/software standardsfor school sites;
 
11. Establish an annualtechnology review;
 
12.Establish an evaluation process for determining the impactof technology
 
on student achievement;and
 
13. Assessteacher instructional technology usage.
 
The first ofthese goals was to create The Gw;V/e, which indicated standards to
 
be metby students in each grade level. The document had three phases for each
 
student,the introduction phase,the extend phase,andthe review phase. Students in
 
OMSD have nine goals to reach that are broken down into many pieces. The students
 
are to become knowledgeable and effective in word processing,spreadsheets,
 
databases,art and graphics,multimedia,telecommunications,video,information and
 
medialiteracy,and computerand technology basics. The waythe school
 
accomplishesthe standards is the decision ofthe school(OMSD,1998).
 
Serrano is building atechnology plan to accomplish the tactics set by the site
 
strategic planning team to acquire technology,build a technology enriched curriculum
 
plan,pursue funding fortechnology,build a system for training and support in
 
technology,and evaluate student progress and the technology plan. The school's new
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mission statementincludes the phrase "...mastering a well balanced curriculum
 
through advanced technology." This phrase showsthe school's dedication to
 
incorporating technology into the school's curriculum. Currently,the school is using
 
technology ineffectively,as earlier mentioned in the introduction. To accomplish the
 
district's goalsfor students,there needsto be a new,better plan. The next step for the
 
school is to look other school plans that have been successful in implementing
 
technology into the school.
 
Other Schools Plans
 
Before looking atafew specific middle school sites,it is my opinion that
 
there are a number characteristics evident at successful technology-rich schools. The
 
first emphasizesthe role ofconcentrated,conscious,and explicit planning among
 
school leaders,community,families,and students to create student centered learning
 
environments. These environmentsfocus on how technology can support learner
 
needs and capabilities. The second characteristic focuses on clearly articulated goals
 
and standards for student achievement. The third feature emphasizes restructuring of
 
the school to supportthe achievementofstandards and a learner centered
 
environment. This includes redesign ofclassrooms and scheduling,the mannerof
 
instructional delivery,and building better partnerships with the community. Lastly,
 
anothercommon characteristic among successful technology rich schools is the near
 
universal access to computer technology,one computer to every five students.
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After looking through a variety ofschool and district technology plans,the
 
plans that schools currently use are similar. All plans have a majoremphasis on the
 
accessibility oftechnology for students and faculty alike. All plans emphasize the
 
need for ongoingteacher training and support. Successful schools report spending at
 
leasttwo dollars on training for every one dollar spenton technology(California
 
Technology Assistance Project,CTAP,1). Schools incorporating technology also
 
stress the need to use technology as atool for learning and notto teach technology as
 
a class in itself. Lastly,the plans highlightthe need for standards to be setfor
 
students to accomplish through the use oftechnology.
 
Other elements that are important when creating atechnology plan also exist.
 
CTAP,a statewide educational technology leadership initiative, provides assistance in
 
integrating technology into teaching and learning.CTAP promotes the effective use
 
ofeducationaltechnology and has established eleven regions in the state. CTAP
 
points outsome important planning tips. First,a technology use plan must determine
 
how to use technology. CTAP encourages the planning committee to determine how
 
technology will supportthe curriculum and programs atthe school. This is called the
 
technology enriched curriculum plan. Second,CTv^P encouragesa plan that will
 
include these five elements:
 
1. A vision ofwhat students will learn
 
2. A list ofactivities students will do
 
3. A table showing how technology will supportthese activities
 
4. A staffdevelopment plan
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 5. A plan for managing resources
 
Third,CTAP believesthat staffdevelopmentis the primaryfocus ofthe triangle with
 
management,curriculum,and equipment acting as supportive elements ofthe staff
 
development plan(See Fig. 1).
 
Figure 1: Staffdevelopmenttriangle
 
management
 
Staffdevelopmeni
 
Curriculum equipment
 
Again,as noted in all levelsoftechnology plans,student knowledge ofthe curriculum
 
is the goal,and technology is only a tool for learning that curriculum. The fourth idea
 
thatthe group mustconsider is the need to identify curricular goals before attempting
 
to build a plan. This should be based on a vision ofwhatthe school wants students to
 
leam and do. After knowing these goals,aschool should purchase resources that will
 
supportthe goals. Finally,CTAP suggests staffdevelopment plans need to be
 
realistic.
 
Conclusion
 
It is clear that educators,national and state governmentagencies,and local
 
districts believe thattechnology is a vital toolfor students in the future. The literature
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also suggests thatthere are several benefitsfrom using technology in education. The
 
national,state,and local viewson technology have similar characteristics including:
 
need for teacher training and support,need for accessibility to computers and
 
technology,need to build partnerships to fimd new technologies,need to use
 
technology asa tool learning,and need to set achievement goals and standardsfor
 
students. These five things are also evidentin successful technology rich schools. In
 
these schools that have been successful,there are a numberofmeasures proving their
 
successes as presented atthe conference.Getting Students ready forthe 21®'Century.
 
AtChristopher Columbus Middle School in New Jersey,there are rising scores on
 
state tests andimproved attendance. AtBlackstock Junior High in California,there
 
are improved test scores,increased motivation,comprehension,attitude,and student,
 
parent,teachersupport. Northbrook Middle School,in Texas,also reports sharply
 
improved test scores. All three ofthe above mentioned schools report at leasta sixty-

five percent minority and low socioeconomic status(Exec.Sum.,1996). To help
 
guarantee student success,technology must be integrated into the school.
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CHAPTERS
 
GOALSAND OBJECTIVES
 
The goal ofmy project is to create a technology use plan for Serrano Middle
 
School. The five objectives that must occurto obtain the goal relating to technology
 
are:
 
1. 	To acquire new technologies that will supportthe curriculum
 
2. 	To build a school wide technology enriched curriculum plan that will
 
maximize student opportunities to use technology
 
3. 	Totrain teachers in the many uses oftechnology in the classroom;
 
4. 	To pursue additional funding to acquire the technologies needed;and
 
5. 	To measure studenttechnological skills according to the standards set
 
forth byOMSD in r/je Gw/cfe
 
This plan will help meetthe school'snew mission statement. The mission statement
 
is "Serrano Middle School,an innovative educational partnership is to guarantee that
 
all students will be prepared for an ever-changing world by mastering a balanced
 
course ofstudy strengthened through advanced technology." In order to meetthis
 
goal,there were five tactics developed to support different partsofthis goal. In
 
technology,the tactic wasto strengthen the students'studies through advanced
 
technology. This one tactic was broken into the five parts mentioned above. These
 
five objectives are closely related tothe characteristics ofschools that are meeting the
 
challenge setforth by the President. After examiningthe national,state,and local
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views,ifthese objectives are met,Serrano Middle School or any other school using
 
this technology use plan as a guide should become a trend setting school,and aschool
 
that is preparing their students for their future in thetwenty-first century.
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CHAPTER4
 
PROJECTDESIGN ANDDEVELOPMENT
 
Design
 
The design ofthis plan falls into five parts with each part being one ofthe
 
objectives. Each objective that must be obtained in orderto be successful has several
 
components. Each componenthas a cost-benefit analysis(Appendix A). Each
 
componentis also further explained in the following section "Serrano".
 
The first objective is to acquire newtechnology that will supportthe
 
curriculum. The appendix gives a possible timeline to purchase these new
 
technologies. Thecomponentsthat need to be purchased are;
 
1. 	A media reference center containing six to eightcomputers all with
 
Internet capabilities and two printers staffed with one aide
 
2. Purchase enough computersto have a minimum oftwo computerlabs
 
with thirty-two computers in each lab and a minimum offour
 
computers in all classes
 
3. 	Foreach room,purchase at least25"monitors,monitor brackets,video
 
cassette players,and video cassette rewinders
 
4. 	Purchase one video camera and one videocassette recorder foreach
 
team
 
5. 	Purchase at least one classroom setofAlphaSmartsto be used on a
 
sign up basis
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6. 	Install a school wide network for voice,data,and video transmissions.
 
7. 	Have a closed circuit video network in place
 
8. 	Purchase software that will tie to the curriculum being taught
 
9. Purchase a printer for each room
 
Thesecond objective is to build a technology enriched curriculum plan that will
 
maximize students'opportimities in technology use. There would be no reason to
 
purchase these items without having a plan to implementthem.
 
1. 	Providetwo computer labsfor the school staffed with teachers that will
 
becomea partofan interdisciplinaryteam
 
2. 	Provide a schedule based on the semester system
 
3. 	Accommodate scheduling so that every seventh grader will be in the
 
technology class one semester
 
4. 	Accommodate scheduling so that every eighth grader will be in the
 
technology class one semester
 
5. 	Have students work on computer projects during the semester ofeach
 
grade level with one assignmentcomingfrom each core teacher on the
 
team;math,science,language arts,and social studies. Through these
 
projects,students will learn the skills ofcomputing.
 
6. 	Provide AlphaSmarts and outdated technology to sixth grade teachers so
 
that sixth grade teachers can teach word processing and computing basics.
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7. Students will have the opportunitiesto use computers in each classroom
 
and learn the core curriculum strengthened bytechnology with four
 
computersin each class.
 
There would not be a use for allofthis technology to be purchased,and there would
 
be nofoundation to create such atechnology plan ifthe staffwere nottrained on how
 
to use the technology for themselves,for classroom delivery,or class instruction.
 
Trainingthe staffand providing ongoing supportfor staffis a vital partofall
 
successful schools using technology. The nationaland state governments also place a
 
high priority on teachertraining/ To train teachers on the use oftechnology,there are
 
several componentsto be considered.
 
1. 	 Provide mandatory training at least one day a month
 
2. 	 There should be three to five different inservices each training day to
 
allow for computer skill level or curricular area
 
3. 	 Each trainer should be compensated fortwo hours prep time and one
 
hour presentation time
 
4. 	 An individual should be hired on staffpart-time to assist teachers with
 
troubleshooting or fixing hardware,loading software,and other related
 
duties
 
5. 	 Once a year,there will bea full day inservice with several workshops set
 
upto train teachers
 
6. 	 A staffmembershould be designated to do lessons using technology in
 
other teachers'classes so theteacher can see hands-on how technology
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can be used depending on the level ofcomfortfor the teacher. This
 
designated staffmembershould have an extra period offeach day in
 
orderto train these teachers or be paid to teach an extra class.
 
None ofthis will be possible withoutthe money necessaryto fund the implementation
 
ofthis plan,including teachertraining and new technology. Although very important
 
to the success ofthe school,there are only two Componentsto fulfill the objective Of
 
pursuing additional funding. Both objectives are designed to increase the motivation
 
ofteachers to write grants.
 
1. Designate a position with half-timeteacher and half-time grant writer.
 
The person would get halfa teacher's salary,teach three periods a day,
 
and be paid ten percent ofall money earned through their grant writing.
 
2. 	 All staffmembers who write grants will receive ten percent ofthe money
 
earnedfrom their work.
 
Lastly,this plan needsto be evaluated and the students need to be measured on their
 
technological skills. This evaluation is importantto the success ofthe program and
 
the students and the school's future. Thecomponentsofthis objective are:
 
1. 	 Keep atechnology portfolio for each student that proves all ofthe
 
objectives outlined in r/ze Gw/cfe were metby each student.
 
2/ 	Evaluate the program as a wholeto determine ifthere need to be changes
 
in the program to further facilitate unforeseen challenges.
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These are all ofthe componentsofthe plan that will help in creating a curriculum that
 
is strengthened through advanced technology. Each ofthe five objectives is equally
 
important. Withoutjustone ofthese components,the others will not succeed.
 
Serrano
 
Ifa school were in the fortunate position ofstartingfrom scratch with an
 
unlimited budget,implementing all ofthese actions might not be very complicated.
 
However,Serrano and otherOMSD middle schools are not in that situation. To
 
implementeach ofthese actions,some definite changes mustoccur. Foreach
 
objective,there is an accompanying plan to make these changes happen.
 
Acquire New Technology
 
SerranoMiddle School plans to purchase thirty-two new computers over the siunmer
 
of1998. Twenty-six ofthese will go into the second computer lab. The other six will
 
go into the office ofroom 41 which has a large enough space to makethe media
 
reference center. The reference center will be used for research on a sign up basis.
 
Three computers will be pulled from the office to make twenty-nine in the second
 
computer lab. New computers will be purchased forthe office out ofthe principal's
 
discretionary fund. The other three that will complete the lab willcomefrom the
 
already existing lab thatcan spare three computers.
 
Although the literature states that more computers need to be in the
 
classrooms and notin a lab(Fraundorf,1997),another computer lab at Seirano is
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highly recommended for a number ofreasons. In the 1998-99 school year,Serrano
 
will not have completed its network to canythe Internet intoeach classroom,which
 
limits the effectiveness ofa computerin the classroom. Atthis point Serrano does
 
not have monitorsin each room. Therefore,it is not possible for teachers to project
 
the workfrom a computer screen onto alarger viewing medium. Attendance in the
 
past at the technology trainings scheduled on Tuesdays has been very low. Forthese
 
reasons,it is believed students will get more computer use in the labs than in the
 
individual classrooms. The teachers in the labs will become a partofthe
 
interdisciplinary team,which will still allow for an integrated curriculum. Asthe
 
team ofteachers become more familiar with technologythrough inservices and
 
partnerships with the technology teachers,thecomputersin the labs can be distributed
 
to the classrooms.
 
The aide position currently staffed in the He lab will be moved to the media
 
reference center. The He lab will be disassembled and those computers will be putin
 
English classes for word processing.
 
Serrano is waiting for an approvalfrom the Departmentofthe State Architect
 
to putinto effectthe plan for a school wide network for voice,data,and video.
 
Through a one time city offer,Serrano hasthe redevelopment moneyto carry this
 
component out.
 
Serrano will also purchase a setofthirty-two AlphaSmarts to be used mainly
 
in the sixth grade classes to learn word processing skills and computer basics.
 
Serrano's sixth grade classes are set up in cores with a Language Arts/Social Studies
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core and a Math/Science core. The Math/Science core will teach computer basics and
 
the English/Social Studies core will teach keyboarding and word processing.
 
In the 1999-00 school year,Serrano,outofthe regular school budget,plans on
 
purchasing monitors,videocassette players,and videocassette rewinders for every
 
classroom. After this purchase,the school wide video network will be in place.
 
To purchase the software,teams and/or departments will get allocations to
 
purchase software relating to their curriculum.
 
To establish a ratio ofone computerto four students,Serrano will need to
 
continue purchasing one computer per classroom in the 2000-01 school year and the
 
followingtwo school years. Serrano could be close to one computer per five students
 
after the 2001-02school year. This includes computers that are already in some
 
classrooms and excludes all the He computers. Printers also need to be purchased for
 
each classroom.
 
Build Technology Enriched Curriculum Plan
 
To make use ofthe technology to be purchased,there will be many changesin
 
the restructuring ofthe school. To provide for an additional computer lab,one
 
classroom adjacent to the existing computerlab needsto be designated for that
 
purpose.
 
To provide a teacherto teach in this new lab,without hiring additional staff,
 
an elective class would haveto be closed. Thatteacher would have to be reassigned
 
to teach another class left open by the reassignment ofateacher who desires to teach
 
in the new lab.
 
Serrano is currently on a trimester basis. For this plan to work successfully,
 
Serrano would have to switch to a semester schedule. This would allow forthe
 
scheduling ofstudents into the computerlab by interdisciplinary teamsfor halfof
 
their eight grade year and halfoftheir seventh grade year.An alternate plan to
 
changing to a semester schedule is having all seventh grade students in technology for
 
the entire year. Eighth grade students could use their computing skills on classroom
 
computers,in the media center,as Teacher Aides,and in the labs before and after
 
school.
 
The current aide in the He lab would be relocated from the lab to the new
 
media reference center in the office space ofroom 41,the currentcomputerlab.
 
To makethis successful,the interdisciplinary team teachers mustbecome
 
comfortable working with an additionalteam member. They,together, will have to
 
design assignments that will tie the curriculum to the work being done in the
 
computer labs. Sixth grade teachers will have to become comfortable with teaching
 
word processing skills and computer basics so thatthe students can go into seventh
 
grade with many skills already in place.
 
StaffTraining
 
Serrano is currently on aschedule that has minimiun day once a week.
 
Twoofthese daysa month are set aside for teacher determined use,and two ofthe
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days are planned by administration. Serrano will dedicate one ofthese days each
 
month to train staffonthe useoftechnology. Onthese training days,there will be
 
three to five different sessions. The sessions will be divided up into basic use of
 
technology and use oftechnology in particular curricular areas. Teachers will select
 
which portion to attend based on their comfortand skill level. Serrano will use one
 
school insCrvice dayfortechnology training. The teachers who provide these
 
trainings will either be compensated for their extra preparation time and presentations
 
orbe given substitutes so they can prepare their presentation. There will be a
 
maximum oftwo hours preparation time and onehour presentation time.
 
Serrano will also hire an AV/Tech assistant whose duties will include
 
troubleshooting,fixing hardware,loading software,relocating computers,setting up
 
new technologies,assisting teachers and other related and necessary duties.
 
Lastly,to provide ongoing supportand training,ateacher will be designated
 
to have an extra preparation period or be paid an extra hour each day forteaching in
 
other teachers'classrooms. This will give the classroom teacher a hands-onlearning
 
experienceon how to incorporate technology into the classroom when there are
 
actually students in the room. The teachercan observe the mentor,helpthe mentor,
 
or do the lesson with the confidence thatamentoris there in case ofa problem.
 
Pursue Additional Funding
 
To acquire the additional funding that will probably be necessary,Serrano is
 
goingto create a position that will give a staffmembertime to work on writing grants
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forthe school. The staffperson will be paid for three periods a day and teach three
 
periods a day. The remainder ofthe day will be spent researching different grants and
 
writing the grant applications. This person will receive a commission often percent
 
ofall money obtained from the grant. This position can also be opened upto the
 
community and does not have to be a staffmember. The grant writer can work on
 
theirown hours and receive a ten percentcommission. Also,in orderto obtain more
 
funds,Serrano will allow all teachers who write a grant aten percentcommission on
 
any money their grant produces forthe school. This will increase the motivation for
 
the staffto write grants.
 
Measure Student Skills
 
To measurethe skills students have learned during middle school,the students
 
will keep atechnology portfolio throughouttheir three years at Serrano,proving that
 
they have met all ofthe objectives outlined in The Guide. These skills will have been
 
taught during the students'years at Serrano. Students will present this portfolio atthe
 
end oftheir eighth grade year asa partofthe promotion ceremoniesofthe school.
 
Atthe end ofeach year,the administrators,technology teachers,afew
 
students,members ofthe interdisciplinary team,arid membersofthe community will
 
be irivited to assess the technology program at Serrano. Afterthe assessment,
 
necessary changes to improve the program will be implemented,and mayinvolve
 
rewriting the plan.
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Evaluation
 
When writingandimplementing atechnology plan,the people involved have to
 
acceptthat this plan will need to be updated and changed. The plan can not be so
 
firm that it does not allow for change. With the speed oftechnological change,the
 
plan will probably need to be revised yearly. The program will be evaluated on
 
student success rate. Ifstudents are unable to prove that they are competentin
 
computer use atthe end ofeighth grade,then the program is not properly preparing
 
the students. Each partofthe plan will haveto be evaluated by the group consisting
 
ofadministrators,teachers,students and community. Some questions to ask about
 
each part ofthe plan are:
 
1. ■ 
.'2.:
 
3..;
 
4. Whatpart ofThe Guide is this technology addressing?
 
5.
 
with the assessment ofeach new technology,all other parts ofthe plan need to be
 
addressed. This evaluation mustbe done once a year and is vital to the successful
 
developmentofatechnology rich school.
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StrengthsAVeaknesses
 
The strengths ofthis Technology UsePlan are:
 
1. 	It is based on the beliefs ofthe national,state,and local educational
 
communitiesasto how technology should be implemented in the school.
 
2. 	It is based on the beliefs ofthe three educational commimities that
 
ongoing staffsupportand training is vital to the success ofthe program.
 
3. 	It is based on the beliefs ofthe three educational communities that the
 
school can notfund technology by itselfand needs help tofund the
 
program.
 
4. It is based on the beliefs ofthe three educational communitiesthat
 
knowledge ofthe curriculum is the goal and technology isa tool for
 
learning the curriculum
 
5. 	It considers the qualities all technology rich schools have in common
 
including the need to assess the students and the program,to build a
 
program around whatthe students need to know,and the need for high
 
accessibility to computers.
 
6. This is atime when schools are being pushed to implementtechnology.
 
The weaknesses ofthis plan are:
 
1. 	It is very expensive and the school will probably notbe able to afford it
 
without outside assistance.
 
2. It may diminish an elective course,therefore leaving less options for the
 
students.
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3. One year oftechnology may not be enough time to teach all ofthe skills
 
necessary for students to be successful in the future.
 
Recommendations
 
Before writing a new technology plan for the school,it is recommended that
 
plaiming be done bya group ofpeople including the teachers,students,
 
administrators,and community members. They musttake partin the planning so that
 
they have afeeling ofownership in the plan.
 
It is recommended thattechnology is purchased based on whatthe students
 
need toleam. Do notbuytechnology because it is a good deal or a salesperson tells
 
you that all ofthe schools are buyinga certain item.
 
It is recommended that technology not be taught as a subject in itself, but that
 
technology be used as a learning tool;and the goal is to know how to use the tool to
 
master the curriculum.
 
It is recommended thatteachers are held accountable for participating in the
 
inservices provided by the school. Teachers also mustbe held accountable for
 
allowing students opportunities to use technology.
 
It is recommended that the plan created be ongoing,open,and flexible. The
 
plan will need constant assessing, with change an importantcomponentin the success
 
ofthe school's ability to prepare students for the twenty-first century.
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APPENDIX A: COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
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A note aboutthe benefits oftechnology:I will not list all ofthe benefits for
 
each item that are already stated and obvious or can be repeated in almostevery
 
specific component. Someofthose benefits include increased critical thinking skills,
 
increased motivation,increased self-esteem,increase in independentthinking,
 
increased problem solving,and all ofthe important characteristics ofaschoolthat are
 
affected by these benefits.
 
Objective;Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component:Media reference center
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- 6-8 computers $9,000-12,000 - Morestudent
 
-2 printers $1,000 accessibility
 
Use ofteacher's office as the Place to use for
 
media center reference
 
-Internet costs Extended learning
 
Ink and paper costs
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Obiective;Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component;Purchase enough computers for second lab and a minimum of
 
four computers in each classroom
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
-26 new computers to complete - Meets high accessibility
 
second lab; $39,000 standards oftech.rich
 
schools
 
-40 new computersfor nextthree - Givesstudents maximum
 
years to putin classrooms;$60,000 opportunities to use
 
computers
 
-Increase attendance
 
Increase motivation
 
Increase student
 
potential
 
-Prepare studentsfor
 
future
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Obiective;Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component;Purchase monitors,brackets,and video cassette players and
 
rewindersfor each classroom.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Benefits
 
- 40 cassette players; $4,000 Give accessibility to closed
 
- 40 cassette rewinders; $400 circuit video network
 
- 40 brackets;$8000 Allow project play back
 
- 25 monitors; $8,750 in classesfor all to view
 
Costs
 
- Increase quality ofwork
 
- Ability to do electronic
 
field trips
 
Students can view the
 
monitor,instead ofa
 
smallercomputer when
 
being instructed
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Obiective;Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component;Purchase one video cameraand one video cassette recorder for
 
each seventh and eight gradeteam and one for sixth grade.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs
 Beneflts
 
5 VCR's;$1,000 Students can record
 
5 Video Cameras;$2,000 presentations and group
 
work
 
Items can be recorded
 
from cable TVfor later
 
use
 
Increase student
 
productivity
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Obiective;Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component:Purchase one setofAlphaSmarts..
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Benefits
Costs
 
-35AlphaSmarts; $7,000 - Used forteaching
 
keyhoarding
 
- Very mobile
 
- Frees up space
 
- Easy to use
 
- Also can be used on a
 
sign up basisfor word
 
processing
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Objective;Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component:Install a school wide network for voice,data,and video.
 
Cost-BenefitAnalysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- Installation and parts; -	AllowsInternet access
 
$200,000 for all classes
 
- Costof possible repairs - Addsto school security
 
-	 Costofnett^'ork support - Adds phone lines to each
 
class reducing behavior
 
problenis
 
Increases school wide
 
communication
 
Increases home
 
communications
 
- Brings schoolinto
 
technology age
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-	 Reduces paperwork
 
and
 
costs ofpaperwork
 
-	 Allowsfor closed
 
circuitTV
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Obiective;Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component;Have a closed circuit video network in place.
 
Cost-Benefit Analvsis
 
Costs Benefits
 
-	 Voice,video,data network - Security
 
completed	 - Video Bulletin
 
Monitors in each room - Video announcements
 
Costto keep it maintained - Video assemblies
 
-	 Video Instructions
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Obiective:Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component;Purchase software that will support curriculum being taught.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- Newer text adoptions have - Classes have software
 
software thatcan be purchased with that has direct ties to
 
textbookfunds curriculum
 
Dependson programs and More resourcesfor
 
availability for subject teachers to use to help
 
students learn
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 Objective:Acquire new technology
 
Specific Component:Purchase printers for every classroom
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
40 printere;$12,000-14,000 Each room has ifsown
 
printer
 
Students can download
 
info pn a hard copy
 
- Students can view their
 
work immediately on a
 
paper copy
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 Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- Computers; mentioned above - More accessibility for
 
Power outlets; $2,000 students
 
More tables; $3,200 Moretime to learn skills
 
associated with
 
technology
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Obiective;Build technology enriched curriculum plan
 
Specific Component;Provide schedule based on quarter/semester system with two
 
nine week quarters in each semester. Ifcurrently on the trimester system,this can be
 
averted by allowing all seventh graders one full year oftechnology.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- Creation ofnew master schedule - Allowsa flexible enough
 
schedulefor students to
 
be in technology classfor
 
halfofan eighth grade
 
year and halfofa
 
seventh grade year
 
Students will have time
 
to fulfill criteria set by
 
The Guide
 
Students will be using
 
technology throughout
 
middle school,notonly
 
aportionofit
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Objective:Build technology enriched curriculum plan
 
Specific Component:Have the students work on computer projects during the
 
semester that are related to the core subjects.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
' Costs Benefits
 
- Students are using
 
technology as a toolfor
 
learning the curriculum
 
- Teachers will work
 
more closely with one
 
another
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 Objective:Build technology enriched curriculum plan
 
Specific Component:Provide AlphaSmarts and outdated technology to sixth grade
 
teachers so thatthose teachers can teach word processing and computer basics.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- AlphaSmarts; cost previously -	Students know
 
mentioned 	 keyboarding
 
before going into tech
 
class
 
- Time to disassemble and relocate the -	Students understand
 
computers in the He lab operations ofcomputer
 
before going into tech
 
class
 
-	 Maximizestime spent
 
using current
 
technology
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 Objective;Build tecfanology enriched curriculxim plan
 
Specific Component:Students will havethe opportunities to use computers in each
 
classroom and learn thecore curriculum with computers in each class.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- 40computers pef yearfor three - Students h^ve more
 
years; cost previously mentioned options to learn the
 
curriculum
 
Students opportunities
 
to use technology are
 
raised
 
Students are becoming
 
more prepared for the
 
future
 
Students have resources
 
available to them that
 
only technology can
 
provide
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Obiective; To provide ongoing stafftraining and support
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- Three to five sessions a month - Teachers will become
 
with two hours prep time and ohe morefamilar
 
hour presentation time; prep time Teachers will havea
 
amounts to $150-250 monthly understanding ofhow to
 
use computers in
 
teaching
 
- Teachers will havean
 
increased comfortlevel
 
having computers in the
 
classroom
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Objective; To provide ongoing stafftraining and support
 
Specific Component:An individual should be hired on staffas a part-time AV/Tech
 
assistant.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
Depends on hours and amountof Savesteacher time
 
pay;20 hours per week at$6-8 - Repairs are done in an
 
dollars per hour; $480-640 per month efficienttime
 
-	 Assistant can give
 
immediate
 
help to a teacher
 
-	 Other related and
 
necessary
 
duties
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Objective; To provide ongoing stafftraining and support
 
Specific Component;Once a year,there will be a full day staffinservice for
 
technology with many different workshops.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
Paymentto those who preparefor - Same as benefits listed
 
presentations atthe workshops; for inservices once a
 
cost depends on how many workshop month
 
will be available and how many hours
 
ofpreparation time will be allocated for
 
each workshop
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Objective; To provide ongoing stafftraining and support
 
Specific Component:A staffmembershould be designated to do lessons in a class
 
with the teacher learning from the lesson or be there to assist a teacher who is using
 
technology as a part ofa lesson.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- One extra preparation period Teachers become more
 
per day,oran extra one hour pay comfortable using
 
each day because the teacher will be tech.in the class
 
losing their prep period,or an hourly Teachers learn from
 
payfor each day the designated doing and watching
 
staffmember helps or teaches a - Teacher does not give up
 
lesson; ifthere is a problem that
 
occursduring the lesson
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Objective; To pursue additional funding
 
Specific Component:Designate a position thatallows a staffmembertime to work
 
on writing grants.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
-10%ofeach grant received - Encourages staff person
 
to write grants
 
- Motivates grant writer
 
- More moneyforthe
 
school
 
Givesa designated spot
 
for all grants to go to
 
when received by the
 
staff
 
Frees up other teachers
 
time because they are
 
not writing the grants
 
and can concentrate on
 
teaching
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Objective; To pursue additional funding
 
Specific Component:Allow ail staffmembersto earn ten percentofreceived grants
 
Cost-BenefitAnalysis
 
Costs Benefits
 
- 10%ofthe grant 
- Motivates staff members
 
to write grants
 
Staffcan earn extra pay
 
The school receives
 
more money
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Qbiective; Evaluation ofthe program
 
Specific Component;Keepatechnology portfolio for each student throughout their
 
three years at Serrano to see ifeach student has metthe objectives outlined in The
 
Guide.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs 	 Benefits
 
- Binders 	 - Gain a better
 
understanding ofhow
 
the students are
 
learning
 
-	 Can make changes to
 
the program if
 
necessary
 
-	 Can help justify further
 
spending on technology
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 Objective: Evaluation ofthe program
 
Specific Component:Evaluate the program as whole to determine ifthere needs to
 
be any changes in the program.
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis
 
Costs BeneBts
 
- Time it takesfor teachers, - Same as mentioned in
 
students,administrators,and previous analysis
 
community membersto evaluate
 
program
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APPENDIX B:TIMELINE
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Timeline ForPurchases
 
YearOne Purchase32new computersfor computer lab and media reference 
center 
Purchase2new printers 
Purchase AlphaSmarts 
YearTwo Purchase monitors,video cassette players,video cassette rewinders, 
monitor brackets 
Purchase team video cameras and video cassette recorders 
Install data,voice,and video network 
Year Three Purchase enough computersfor oneto go in every classroom 
Purchase enough printers for one to go in every class 
Year Four Purchase enough computersfor one to goin every classroom 
Year Five Purchase enough computersfor oneto go in every classroom 
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APPENDIX C; THEGIJTDE:
 
Technoiogy Skills,Scope and Sequence
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Technology Sidlls
 
Scope and Sequence
 
<1
 
to
 
Tlie following scope and scqiicnce covers(lie major technology skills for a variety ofbasic technological applications.The skills addressed
 
arc those that students need to master ifthey are to be expected to effectively utilize technology tools for learning,thinking,producing and
 
communicating, leclmologies and skills are not intended to be introduced as a separate subject asstudents can learn mostofthese skills
 
within the contc.xt ofcurriculum based activities.
 
( & ri:ciiN()L()(;Y basics 
K 
1. Slu4lcnls iisiii|; llic mouse as an inpiil ticvice will: 
1.1 Idcnlify amouse and explain how ilwtuks 1 \i K 
12 Move a inoiise ami pi»inMo a desired localion 1 1­ K 
1.3 Point and click,double click 1 \i K 
14 Choose a conunand from the menu bar 1 \i K 
15 Manipulate a mouse to select,openor move items onncnus 1 il 1­ R 
1.6 Open and close a window 1 il K 
1.7 l.aunch a separate program 1 \i K 
>-4 1.8 Use keyboard shortcuts 1 I­ 1­ K 
1.9 l atinch a program by opening a fde 1 a K 
2. Sliidcnis ii.siiig coiiipuItT pcriplieral devices will: 
2A. Cl}BOM 
2.1 Identify a CD ROM 1 K 
2.2 l.aunch a CD KOM 1 n R 
2.3 Browse through the contents ofa CD KOM 1 K I­ li R 
2.4 Search for and select appropriate information from a CD KOM 1 I­ E R 
2.5 Print material from aCD KOM 1 I: R 
211. SCANNKB 
2.6 Identify a scanner 1 K 
I"Inlroiliicc f:= I:xlcnd K= Kcvicw 
 COMI'U I F,U A rK(,IIN()l>()(aHA.SI(s 
K I 2 
2.7 Use a scanner to digitize an image 
2C. DIGITAL CAMKUA 
1 R E R R 
2.8 Identify and use digital pliolograpliic devices 
2.9 Incorporate the use ofa digital camera into cla.ssroom projects and 
activities 
R 
1 
R 
- •. •■R; R 
Studcrits using various nudin/vidcn devices will: 
■M..ycu 
3.1 Identify the basic runclions of a VCR 1 E R 
4;^ 
3.2 Use basic functions of a VCR 
3lt VII)KO CAMERA 
■ M: : n R 
3.3 Identify the Uses of a video camera 
3.4 Identify the basic funclions and control.s of a video camera 
1 
1 
I­
R 
R 
R 
3.5 Use the basic functions of a video camera I E R 
3C. LASKR HISC 
3.6 Identify and use a laser disc player as a video component 
3.7 Use the basic functions (»f a laser disc player as a video component 
4. Sluilents will comply with acceptable feclinolngy use policies: 
4.1 Treat equipment and disks with proper care and respect 
4.2 Respect Jhe prix acy of other people's data and work space 
1 
1 
1 
I­
1: 
1: 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
1 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
I = Introilitcc l{ = lixiciul K -- Review 
  
 
 
8 
(OMRU1i:k & 1 ixiinoi.(k;y IIASICS
 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 
4..1 Adhere Id cdpyrighl l;iws
 
' 1 1 « 1 « 1 « 1 « 1 ■> 1  -hi 
<1
 
I ~ Inlroducc I:= fixlenJ R = Review 
 KRYHOAROINC; 
K 
1. Sludcntx will un(lrr5t.inil hnsic kc)honni Inyoiil: 
I.I Understand ihc rclalivc posifions ol tlic keys on a keyboard I I­ K 
1.2 Recognize letlernnd number keys 1 I­ R 
1.3 Locale the space bar and rclurn/enlcr keys 1 1­ R 
1.4 Identify and use symbol and puncliialion keys 1 a R 
1.5 Use sbin.caps lock,special(command,option,control,etc.)and I li R 
arrow keys^ and t|ic space bar 
2. Studcnf.s will use infiirmnl kcybnarding skills: 
<1 2.1 Place each haiid on the appropriate sides ofthe keyboard 1 E R 
2.2 Place thumbs on the space bar 1 R R 
- 2 .3 Use proper po.sture 1 E R 
,3. Sludenis will u.sc formnl kc)honrd .skills: 
3.1 Use home row keys 1 E R 
3.2 U.se all alpha-numeric keys 1 E R 
3.3 U.se punctuatit>n keys 1 E R 
3.4 r> pc words 1 E R 
3.5 1 ypc sentences 1 !•: R 
3.6 Type paragraphs 1 E. R 
I = Inlroducc I* = I'xlciul K ~ Kcvicw 
 K I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
4. Studcnl.s will loucli type: 
4.1 Touch lypc ill a speed nl least equal lo llieir handwriling rale(5-30 
words per miiiule accuralely) 
1 11 R 
4.2 1 ouch type ill a speed of30-40 words per tniiiule aceurulely I 
I = liilmducc I* = lixtcnd K = Itcvicw
 
 WORD rRO(i:ssiN(; 
K 1 
1. Sludcnix uill: 
I.I l:n!cr text 1 \l R 
1.2 I l.sc tlclclc/li;ickspace keys 1 \l R 
1.3 Use llie cnler/rehirn key 1 I­ R 
1.4 Save flies 1 I­ R 
1.5 Open flies 1 \i R 
1.6 Prill! linciinienls 1 \l R 
1.7 Seieel lex! 1 \l R 
00 
1.8 Undo ciianges 1 \l R 
1.9 Delete seiecled tex! 1 11 R 
1.10 Change In a new Ion! 1 12 R 
I.ll CliangcTon!.size 1 E R 
1.12 Ciiange fon!style and color 1 E R 
1.13 Insert graphics and clip art 1 E R 
1.14 Change line spacing 1 p: R 
1.15 Change text alignment 1 E R 
1.16 Copy text 1 E R 
1.17 Paste text 1 E R 
1.18 Cut text 1 p: R 
I = Ininulucc 1:= lixlcnd K ~ Kc\lew 
  
woKi)i'U()ci:ssiN(;
 
K
 
I C'liiingc llic name ofa clocumcnl
 1 E R
 
1.20 M()vc Icxi belwccii word processing documcnls
 1 E R
 
1.21 Save t(» a sclccled lile localion using ihe"Save As"command
 1 E R
 
1.22 1 ise a spell cliecker lo correct misspellings
 1 E R
 
1.23 Set page orienlalion(portrait and landscape)
 1 E R
 
1.24 Set margins 1 E
 
1.25 Set and use tabs
 1 E
 
2.1 Merge data from a database into a word processing document
 I E
 
I Inlrtuliicc !•! = lixIciiJ K = Kcvicw
 
SrUlvADSIirvKIS 
K 
1. Searching for inrormntion 
I.I Recognize the parts ofthe .spreaiisheel(cells,rows,coliiinns) 1 \l R 
1.2 Find a specinc cell,row oreolunin 1 n R 
2. Modifying an existing.spreadsheet 
2.1 Add numbers or text 1 ii R 
2.2 Fdil informalion in cells 1 E R 
2.3 l:.xamine the effects changes in one cell have on llic rc.st ofthe 1 I­ R 
spreadsheet 
2.4 Copy and paste values between cells 1 E R 
00 
o 2.5 Delete data from a cell 1 E R 
2.6 Select rows and columnsofcells 1 E R 
2.7 Insert and delete rows and columns ofcells 1 f: R 
2.8 Select a block ofcells I f: R 
2.9 Copy and paste values between columns and rows 1 I­ R 
2.1(1 Delete values from columns and rows 1 E R 
2.11 Forinai cells and blocks for various data types(text,numbers,time 1 f: R 
and date) 
2.12 Foriiiat text style, font,size and justification witliin cells and blocks 1 E R 
2.13 Format borders for cells and blocks 1 I-: R 
I = Inlroilucc I;= t-xlcnd R = Review 
 srui:Ai).siii:i:i.s 
K 
2.14 Cliangc ihe hciglil and vviillli ofcells I E R 
3. Rriiiling a sprcadslu'cl 
V I I'rinI will)and wiihoiil llie grid showing I E K 
V2 Prinl with and wilhoul column headers and row numbersshowing 1 E R 
.Vy I'rini a selecled block 1 . E R 
4. Applyini;riincliuns and forriiubs to a sprcuilslicci 
4.1 l.otrk al existing spreadshecis lo recogni/.c ihe effecls offormulas 1 E R 
4.2 M«)dify a formula lo observe Ihe effecl on the rest ofa spreadsheel 1 E R 
4.3 Use iheSUM function lo: 
a. Add columns and rows ofnumbers I E R 
b. Calculale a percenlage or fraclion 1 E 
5. Designing a sprcadslicct 
5.1 Delermine whal dala ilems lo use 1 E R 
5.2 rormal cells lo lil ihe spreadsheel requirenienls(lexl,number,lime 1 E R 
and dale,borders and cell size) 
5.3 Selector creale formulas and fundions 1 !•: R 
5.4 {{nier and edit dala 1 E R 
6. Creating charts and graphs 
f>. 1 Delermine the purpose and appropriate type ofchart/graph 1 E R 
~ Inlnutiicc I:= l:xlcn(J K = Review 
SPRKADSIIEFITS
 
1 6
 7 8
 
6.2 SclccI dafa ami crcnic line, pic Jiml slack cluirJs
 
!•: K
 
6.3 I'ormnI lilies,.scales and legends for graphs
 
1 R
 
6;4 Inlcrprcl graphs and charls
 
1 I: R
 
00
 
K)
 
^ Inlroihicc I> lixtciul K=-Kc\icw
 
  
 
DA l A IIASi:S 
K 
1. Sliiilcniswill: 
1 1 Spri by color,size and shape I­ K 
00 
U) 
12 (N»lli^t dala and inakp class 
1 1. Kcad siiinple graphs aiul iiilerprct dala 
1.4 (\dlecl data and create individual graphs 
1.5 Understand tlie conceptof a data base and relevant vocabulary 
16 l:dii an existing record 
1.7 Add a record to an existing data base 
I K Orgam/.c data with a single field entry 
1.9 ( )rgainze data with a nuilti[de Held sort 
I.IO I9int sorted records to use irirormaiioii in reportsior hard copy 
^ reference' 
, ■ i;- : 
1 
I­
!•: 
1 
K 
li 
I­
1 
K 
R 
11 R 
1 
1 
■ I', -
I 
■ 
C 
E 
"E­
E 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
2. Crcalc a filter to search for dat?i in a field: 
2 1 Understand the use of inatcli parameters 
2.2 Ketrieve records with a singleHeld match 
2.3 fUMrieve records with a multiple field match 
2.4 Create a layout for specific functions (e.g. labels, report, column 
. report) 
2.5 Print a report from a layout ■, '■■■- ■ 
1 
I 
I 
I 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
I- hilrodiice 11^ llxlciiJ K = Kcvicw 
DATA IIASKS
 
D / n 
3. Design a mullipic field: 
3.1 Dclcrminc dala !() he included 
I E R 
3.2 Create fields for dala 
1 E R 
3.3 Collecl and enter data 
1 E R 
3.4 Design an appropriate layout 
1 E R 
3.5 Create reports using appropriate sorts and niters 
1 E R 
3.6 Print a report 
1 E R 
4. (Merge data Into a ivord processing document (mail merge) 
1 
00
 
■4^ 
I = Inlrdducc I: = Lxtcnd K = Kc\ icw 
AIM A XJUrillCS 
K 
1. Wlicii MsinK tlrawini;or pointiiif; programs students will; 
I .I Access driiwing aiul/nr paint tools 1 \l R 
1.2 Select tools from tlie tool palette 1 ]•: R 
I ..1 Draw lines ol dilTercnt tliicknesscs 1 I­ R 
1.4 Draw an object using a variety oftools 1 I­ R 
1.5 1*ind and use the color palette 1 M R 
1.6 1'ind and use patterns 1 I­ R 
17 Understand and use color fill(paint bucket tool) 1 E R 
00 
U\ 
1.8 Use the selection tool to capture an object 1 E R 
1.9 Move an object 1 E R 
l.iO Cut.copy and paste objects 1 E R 
1.1 1 Duplicate an object 1 E R 
1.12 Change the size or shape ofan object 1 E R 
1.13 Add a graphic item from a scrapbook or clip art collection 1 E R 
1.14 Apply special ellects such as rotate,stretch and shrink 1 E R 
1.15 U.se additional editing tools: Hip horizontally and vertically, rotate, 1 E R 
nudge,invert and revert 
1.16 IIse mirror tools: horizontal, vertical,diagonal 1 E R 
1.17Createagradientsetting 1 E R 
I - Inlrtuliicc I- = l:x(cnd K = Review 
  
MULTIMKDIA 
K 
1. SlMcicnKuill: 
1.1 Crcalc new carils/sliilcs 1 K 
1.2 Build links Ik^xvcch canfs/sliilcs 1 \l R 
1J Draw/Painl on cards/slides 1 n R 
1.4 Add text 1 " ■ E R 
15 Import graphics/clip arl 1 E R 
1.6 Kceord and save sounds 1 E R 
1.7 Import sounds 1 E R 
00 
Os 1.8 Manipulate text presentation(font,style,size,color) 1 E R 
1.9 Credit re.sources i E R 
I.IOj Iinport still images 1 E R 
I I I Use animation •,:'i E R 
1.12 Connect and control external video devices(Laserdisc player, VCK) 1 E 
1.13 Import digital videtv i E R 
1.14 Use a riihric to evaluate multimedia presentations V'l 1­ R 
I - InlR»ducc Iv = iixiciul K - Kcv icw 
 I OMMUNK ATIONS 
K 
1. Siiiilcnls using Iclccommunicalions will: 
I.I comply wilh Ihc OMSI)Acceptable Use Policy 1 11 \l n c E E E E 
1.2 Will practice «ip()ropriale online eliipielte 
r.l lilentily the basic components ol telecoinnuinjcations systems 
1 \l I: 11 !•: 
1 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
R 
E 
1.4 Mnilcrstaiul key network terminology(see(ilossary) 
2. Sliidi'iils will access an cicclronic mail.sysfctti lo: 
1 E E R 
2.1 l.og on and log offa server I E R 
2 2 Head electronic mail 
1 E R 
00 
2.3 Send electronic mail 
24 Participate ill a student news group 
1 E 
1 
R 
E R 
25 Diiwnload an attached file 
2.6 1Ipload and attached Hie 
1 E 
1 
R 
E 
3. SliidcnI.s will log on lo llic inlcrncl; 
3.1 Log on and log oil"an Internet server 
4. Use a browser lo navigale llic World Wide Web(WWW): 
1 E R 
4.1 linter a specific UKL(web address) 
4.2 I Ise an embedded UlU.(Ilotlink)to move between web pages 
4.3 1 Ise navigation buttons 
4.4 I Ise navigation menus 
1 
1 
1 
1 
E 
E 
E 
E 
R 
R 
R 
R 
- I liilrtuliicc I:= l'!xlcnJ K = Kcvicvv 
TKLFXOMMUNICAHONS 
K 
4.5 Use existing bt)okm;irk.s 1 I­ R 
4.6 Add new bookmarks 1 b: R 
4.7 Organize bookmarks 1 n R 
4,8 Save text from a web page 1 b: R 
4.9 Save graphics from a web page 1 \i R 
5. Use ■ search engine to: 
5.1 Pcrfonn a single term search 1 R 
5.2 Pcrfonn a multiple term boolean search 1 I­ R 
00 
00 5.3 Save search results 1 Iv R 
5.4 r.valuate search results 1 b: R 
6. Import text and/or graphics saved from a wch site to another 
application (e.g.,a word processor,HyperStudio,etc.): 
6.1 linporl downloaded text and graphics files into an application 1 I­ R 
6.2 Properly credit Internet sources 1 I­ R 
7. Students will explain the basic concepts ofcopyright: 
7.1 Define or describe the meaning ofcopyright 1 b: R 
7.2 Define or describe what the term "fair use"means as it applies to 1 I­ R 
te.xt. graphics or ideas produced by other people 
1 = Introduce I* = lixtciul K ~ Review 
  
VIDICI 
1. Mudi'iils pcrroriiiitiK in froiil ofllie camera will: 
11 Appear conirortahle on cainem 1 R 
1 2 1 aik lo llie cainera, not llie inieropjione 1 \l R 
l /l 1)se a camera on a tripod 1 E R 
14 Adjust tripod to proper height 1 E R 
1 5 1 Ise a smooth zoom in and zoom out,keeping proper focus 1 E R 
1.0 Record a video se(|ucnce with audio 1 E R 
1.7 Use an external microphone to improve sound tpiality 1 E R 
00 
vo I.K Use manual focus 
1 E R 
I.V Mount a camera on a tripod 
1 E R 
1 fO Use smooth camera lilts and pans 
1 E 
I I I Use handheld lechni({ue 
1 E 
1.12 IIse the macro function for extreme close up views 
1 E 
1.13 Use an optical special cffeci Using minors^ glass, water or 
1 
miniatures 
2. Stiidcnls will plan video composilion: 
2A Create a storyhoard to outline shooting se(|uencc 1 E R 
3. Sliidcnls w ill apply principle.^ of video contp(»$ilion: 
3 1 Compose shots using suflicienl headroom 1 !•: R 
I - lnlrt>diice I- = lixlcnJ K = Review 
VIDEO:
 
K
 
1	 1- R
 3.2 	 Dcmonslralc awareness ofcamera angle,perspeclivc,and
 
posilioning
 
4. SludrnlJ will cdif a viilco:
 
1	 1- R
 
4.1 	 Asscniblc viileo scgmcms
 
1	 E R
 
4.2 	 Dub audio over video
 
"vO
 
o
 
I ~ Inlroclucc I*. = l.xtcml 1^ Kcvicu
 
INH>I(MA'II()N& MI'.DIA l.mCKACY 
K 
1. Sliidcnls acccssin);and rclricving visual and audiloiy iiirormation using 
various media will: 
I.I Kecognizc sources of visiial/audilory inlorinalion 
12 Inlcrprcl visual and auditory inrorinalion 
1.1 Ideiiliry and dislinguisli he!ween rcicvanl and irrclcvanl informalion 
1 A Idchliry and distinguish between lad and opinion 
1.5 Identify and distinguish between veriTiablc and unvcrifiabic 
intbrination 
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2. Smdeiils will evaluate visual and auditory inrumiation: 
2.1 Determine the usefulness ofthe information being communicated 
2 2 Assess the reliability ofinformation sources 
2.3 Recognize what values are being communicated 
1 
1 
E 
E 
1 
R 
R 
E 
I = Introduce l- = liMcnd II = Review
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